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What does similarity stand for?
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Chemical vs Molecular Similarity
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The terms chemical and molecular similarity are often used
synonymously but this may not be entirely accurate.

Chemical similarity is based primarily on the physicochemical
characteristics of compounds (e.g., solubility, boiling point, log P,
molecular weight, electron densities, dipole moments, etc.)

Molecular similarity focuses primarily on the structural features
(e.g., shared substructures, ring systems, topologies, etc.) of
compounds and their representation.



Similarity perception
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Two Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor 
Receptor 2 ligands and different ways to 
assess their similarity.



Importance of chemical similarity
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The notion of chemical similarity (or molecular similarity) is one of
the most important concepts in chemoinformatics.

It plays an important role in predicting the properties of chemical
compounds, designing chemicals with a predefined set of
properties and, especially, in conducting drug design studies by
screening large databases containing structures of available (or
potentially available) chemicals.

There are many ways to measure the similarity



Substructure search
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Neighbourhood principle
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The rationale for similarity searching lies in the similar property
principle [Johnson and Maggiora 1990] which states that
structurally similar molecules tend to have similar properties.

Given a molecule of known biological activity, compounds that are
structurally similar to it are likely to exhibit the same activity. This
characteristic has been referred to as neighbourhood behaviour
[Patterson et al. 1996].



Compounds active at opioid receptors

Neighbourhood principle (2)
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Neighbourhood principle (3)
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Cyclooxygenase (COX) inhibitors and their activity profiles are compared. 
HSL = Hormone-Sensitive Lipase

Compounds such as the ibuprofen enantiomers, 
ibuprofen and paracetamol, or diclofenac and 
lumiracoxib, appear visibly similar. 

From a medicinal chemistry point of view, however, 
this assessment may not be generally agreed upon 
since small chemical differences can lead to 
important changes in specificity profiles (e.g., 
diclofenac vs lumiracoxib) or compounds containing 
different functional groups can be synthesized or 
derivatized in different ways (e.g., ibuprofen vs 
paracetamol). 

Moreover, these COX inhibitors are involved in 
highly complex similarity–activity relationships 
(similar mechanism of action)  that also cannot 
easily be separated from a medicinal chemistry 
perspective.



Neighbourhood principle exceptions
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There are many exceptions to the
principle but it is an excellent rule-
of-thumb in the absence of more
detailed knowledge

People’s judgements of similarity
are inherently subjective, so need
to provide a quantitative basis, a
similarity measure, for assessing
the degree of resemblance

Similarity versus activity. Three vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 
ligands are shown that represent different (vertical vs horizontal) similarity–activity 
(potency) relationships.



Components of a similarity measure
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The main difficulty with similarity searching is that assessing the degree of
similarity between two objects is subjective.

In order to be able to quantify the similarity between two molecules, a
similarity searching method requires two components:

● a set of numerical descriptors that can be used to compare molecules;

● a similarity coefficient which provides a way of quantifying the degree
of similarity based on the descriptors.



Computer representations of chemical 

structures
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Numerical values assigned to structures:

● 1D properties: MW, logP, PSA etc

● 2D properties: fingerprints, topological indices

● Maximum Common Substructures

● 3D properties: molecular fields, shape



Molecular descriptors
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0D: bond counts, molecular weight, atom counts

1D: fragment counts, H-Bond acc/don, Crippen, PSA, SMARTS

2D: topological descriptors (Balaban, Randic, Wiener, BCUT, kappa, chi)

3D: geometrical descriptors, surface properties, COMFA

4D: 3D coordinates + conformations



Molecular fingerprints
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Fingerprints: an example
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Similarity measures
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● Similarity (S) or distance (D) coefficients in 
common use for similarity searching in chemical 
databases. 

● For binary data: 
○ a is defined as the number of bits set to “1” 

in molecule A
○ b as the number of bits set to “1” in 

molecule B
○ c as the number of bits that are “1” in both 

A and B. 

[Willett et al. 1998.]



Basic bit count terms of similarity
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Euclidean
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p  =   A

q  =  B



Manhattan
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Cosine
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Tanimoto (Jaccard)
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Tversky
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Setting α = β = 1  produces the Tanimoto coefficient.
Setting α = β = 0.5 produces Dice's coefficient.

If we consider A to be the prototype and B to be the variant, then α
corresponds to the weight of the prototype and β corresponds to the 
weight of the variant.



2D similarity (1)
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Similarities to morphine 
calculated using Daylight 
fingerprints and the 
Tanimoto coefficient.



2D similarity (2)
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Molecular recognition depends on the 3D structure 
and properties (e.g. electrostatics and shape) of a 
molecule rather than the underlying 
substructure(s).



2D versus 3D Similarity
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Cluster and diversity analysis
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